The phrase "who says contractual, says justice" or "qui dit contractuel dit juste" does not fully express the truth of our present reality, where the phrase itself falls into doubt, since a contract does not always result in fair obligations because it is often an expression of unequal wills. When the French judiciary realized that the absence of justice in a contract might arise as a result of the contractual freedom afforded to the contracting parties, they developed the idea of Commutative Justice based on ideas such as Piller's decision, for which Commutative Justice is one of its most important applications. However, the causation theory in the Palestinian Civil Code Draft and the Indonesian Civil Code was limited to monitoring the existence of the corresponding obligation, whatever it was. In this context, this paper seeks to prove that the provisions of the causation theory in the Palestinian Civil Code Draft and the Indonesian Civil Code can be used as a means to monitor the economic contractual equilibrium of a contract. To do so, the legal provisions of the causation theory should be analysed using a comparative analytical approach with the French judicial decisions to illustrate the Palestinian and Indonesian legislative deficiencies and the need to adopt the French judicial approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of cause is one of the most complex and mysterious theories of civil code, 1 and even the idea of the cause itself has been the subject of debate as to its usefulness and existence. 2 On this matter, legal jurists split into two groups: a team headed by the French jurist Henri Capitant, who defended the existence of causation theory, known as the causalistes, 3 and the other team headed by the French jurist Planiol, who rejects it as useless; they are referred to as the anti-causalistes. 4 Nevertheless, this division only increases the ambiguity of this theory in jurists' explanations. In fact, some modern civil codes such as those of the Polish, German, and Swiss are considered under the anti-causalistes' 5 opinion, while the French legislature adopted causation theory in the French Civil Code of 1804 as an essential element of forming a contract. 6 1 Charles R. Calleros, "U.S. Unconscionability and Article 1171 of the New French Civil Code: Achieving Balance in Statutory Regulation and Judicial Intervention," Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law 45, No. 2 (2017) Transfers," North Dakota Law Review 91, No. 3 (2015) : 549. 2 However, this research will not emphasize or analyze the philosophical emergence and historical developments of the causation theory in the Roman law or the jurisprudence of the canon or even the provisions of the causality in the Islamic jurisprudence. Hence, it will be limited to the requisite elements of contract equilibrium. For the philosophical emergence and historical developments of the causation theory see Abd Al-Razzaq Al-Sanhuri, Illustration of Updated Civil Law (Beirut: Al-Halabi Legal Publications, 1998), pp. 413-486; Mohammad Abdaa, Theory of Causality in Civil Law, A Comparative Study (Beirut: Al-Halabi Legal Publications, 2004) , pp. 270-324; Jacques Ghestin, Traité de droit civil, Les obligations, La formation du contrat (Paris: Librairie L.G.D.J, 1993), pp. 822-830; Christian Larroumet, Droit Civil: Les Obligations. Le Contrat (Paris: Économica, 1996), pp. 416-433; Mihai David, " The Cause of the Obligation and the Legal Formalism -Study of Comparative Law," Romanian Review of Private Law 2014 , No. 2 (2014 See Michel Sejean, "The French Reform of Contracts: An Opportunity to Tie Together the Community of Civil Lawyers," Louisiana Law Review 76, No. 4 (Summer 2016) : 1157; Christine Chappuis, "Le Renoncement a la Cause et a la Consideration Dans L' Avant-Projet D' Acte Unifrome OHADA Sur le Droit des Contrats," Uniform Law Review 13, Issues 1 and 2 (2008): 253-260. Florence G'sell, "Causation, Counterfactuals and Probabilities in Philosophy and Legal Thinking," Chicago-Kent Law Review 91, No. 2 (2016): 514. 4 See Nikolaos A. Davrados, "Demystifying Enrichment without Cause," Louisiana Law Review 78, No. 4 (Spring 2018) : 1280-1287. 5 Ivan Siklosi, "Some Thoughts on the Inexistence, Invalidity and Ineffectiveness of Juridical Acts in Roman Law and in its Subsequent Fate," Journal on European History of Law 8, No. 1 (2017) : 95; Ronald J. Jr. Scalise, "Classifying and Clarifying Contracts," Louisiana Law Review 76, No. 4 (Summer 2016): 1090. 6 Article 1108 of the French Civil Code of 1804 states: "four conditions are essential to the validity of an agreement: 1-the consent of the party who binds himself; 2-his capacity to contract; 3-a certain object forming the matter of the contract; 4-a lawful cause in the bond". Besides that, Article 1131 of the same code states: "an obligation without a cause, or upon a false cause, or upon an unlawful cause, can have no effect". While Articles 1132 and 1133 respectively state: "the agreement is not less valid although the cause be not expressed therein", "the cause is unlawful when it is prohibited by the law, when it is contrary to good morals or to the public order." See Francesco Delfini, "Instances of Civil Law in North American Common Law Tradition: Cause and Consideration in Quebec and Louisiana Civil Codes," Italian Law Journal 2, No. 1 (2016) Likewise, the Palestinian Civil Code Draft (PDCC) 7 adopted causation theory in Articles (135, 136, 137 and 138) , 8 as did the Indonesian Civil Code April 1847 (ICC) 9 in Article 1320 10 as an essential element for a contract's conclusion to be valid. Nevertheless, causation theory in this scope has two requisite functions: the equivalence of rights and obligations and the interdependence of obligations. 11 However, in the later part of the last century, the French judiciary has shown an effective role for the theory of causation in the protection of a contract itself by using causation as a supportive means to protect the economic contractual equilibrium of the contract, whenever necessary, such as in the decision issued on 03 July 1996 by the French Court of Cassation in Piller's case. 12 All of this will be analysed within the framework of the causation theory provisions in the PDCC and ICC to ensure that this mechanism performs its legal function, which requires determining the content of the causation theory in the beginning.
II. THE CONTENT OF CAUSATION THEORY IN THE PDCC AND ICC
To determine something's cause, it is enough to entertain a simple question: With what did a party commit to something? Though this question is simple, the answer is vague; in fact, when we search for an act's purpose and its justification in the obligor's psyche, we realize how difficult it is to reach this end. For example, if a person purchases a house, he is obliged to pay the price; in this case, it is easy to identify the subject of his obligation. That is, it is the price he committed to pay. Therefore, this subject of the obligation is the answer to the question: With what did he commit to something?
Similarly, why did the purchaser commit? The answer to this question leads us to one of the most complicated matters of law. The closest answer is that the purchaser committed to pay the price because the seller committed to transfer ownership of the house to him. But we should go beyond this and ask why the purchaser wants to obtain the seller's obligation. It is obvious that the purchaser does not want the seller to commit only to transfer of ownership but also to implementation of the obligation. Subsequently, perhaps the next question is why did the purchaser want to buy this house? In this case, multiple answers are possible based on multiple purchasers; perhaps the purchase is for housing, trading or donation. Therefrom, we can inquire further by asking about the purpose of this donation, and so on. The most important question in all of this is where should this cycle of questions stop? 13 In view of this, the PDCC and the ICC state that an obligation without cause does 7 (Hereinafter 'PDCC' not arise, and as such, the contract is null. 14 Thus, it seems that the PDCC and ICC adopt final cause (cause finale) only 15 in determining the concept of causation theory. In other words, this means that the final cause is the abstract direct purpose that the obligor wants to achieve by obliging himself. This definition is referred to by many terms such as direct cause, abstract cause, and objective cause; 16 nevertheless, the term cause of obligation is the term that is commonly used nowadays. Article 135 of the PDCC clearly represents this. Meanwhile, in Article 137 of the PDCC, the Palestinian legislature stated: "1-a contract is considered null if its cause is illegitimate; 2-a contract's cause is considered illegitimate if its motive is against the public order or morals." Therefrom, it is clear that the Palestinian legislature adopted the term impulsive cause in determining the concept of causation theory as the personal motive that leads the contracting party to conclude the contract. 17 Thus, the Palestinian legislature adopted concepts from both conventional and modernistic theories in determining the content of causation theory. 18 That is, the Palestinian legislature adopted the idea of ambivalent cause in determining the content of causation theory. 19 This definition (impulsive cause) has been referred to by many other terms such as concrete cause (cause concrète), subjective cause (cause subjective), and indirect cause (cause lointaine); nonetheless, the term cause of a contract (cause du contrat) is the term that is commonly used nowadays. Article 137 of the PDCC also represents this clearly. 20 However, even if the ICC did not represent clearly that it adopted impulsive cause in determining the concept of causation theory, this can be inferred from the text of Article 1337 of the ICC, which states: "a cause is not permissible if it is prohibited by law, or if it violates good conduct, or public order." In fact, according to the conventional content of the causation theory, i.e. the cause of the obligation, the cause cannot be illegitimate.
The origins of the conventional theory stem from the foundations laid down by the legal jurist Domat, who was influenced by the principles of Roman law and who opposed the vision of the jurisprudence of the canon of granting the judge broad freedom in investigating the psychological motives for contracting. 21 This vision was completed in its legal frame by the legal jurist Pothier to be adopted by the first civil law in France in 1804, 22 whilst the origins of the modernistic theory stem from the foundations laid down by the Canonists. 23 Thence, and in light of what the PDCC and ICC mention in Articles 135, 137, 1320 Articles 135, 137, , 1335 , and 1337, one of the most important descriptions of the cause of obligation is that it is identical to and does not differ from one contracting party to another for a given type of contract. 24 In addition, the cause of obligation is an essential element of the obligation and failure to obtain it will result in the invalidity of the contract. 25 Since the cause of obligation has an objective nature, it may not be affected by the contracting party's intentions or his psychological contractual motives. 26 Thus, according to this approach, the cause for each party's commitment lies in the contract itself; that is, the benefit or purpose that the contracting party intended in its economic dimension. 27 Moreover, there is also the cause of contract (the personal motive for contracting), which varies from one person to another. However, the Palestinian legislature was interested in legislating this provision in order to subject civil and commercial transactions to the rules of morals and public order; therefrom, if the motive for the contract is contrary to morals and the public order, the contract is null. 28
III. THE CONDITIONS OF CAUSATION THEORY IN THE PDCC AND ICC
The proponents of the conventional content of causation theory believe that for the cause of the obligation to materialise, three conditions must be met: the existence of the cause, the validity of the cause, and the legitimacy of the cause. This was adopted by the French Civil Code of 1804 in Article 1131, which states that: "an obligation without a cause, or upon a false cause, or upon an unlawful cause, can have no effect". 29 However, this was followed by the text of Articles 135 and 137 of the 
A. The Existence of Cause
The conventional content of causation theory requires the existence of the cause, 32 or otherwise the contract would be void for the absence of cause, as stated in the text of Article 135 of the PDCC and Article 1335 of the ICC. These articles state that an obligation does not arise if it does not have a cause and as such, the contract is null. Therefore, if a person is forced to sign a debt bond when he is not indebted or commits to pay an amount to another person for work imposed by law, that obligation is void for the absence of cause. Besides that, in an agreement under which a person undertakes to pay an amount of money to another person in compensation for damages for which he believes he is liable, the contract would be null if it is found that this person is not liable for the damages. Furthermore, the intention to donate must exist in donation contracts; otherwise, it will be void. 33 Eventually, in unilateral contracts, for example, the cause of the borrower's obligation to repay the loan is that he has already received it. 34 Undoubtedly, the requirement that cause must exist for the creation of an obligation is beneficial for the contracting parties, since it prevents them from committing to an obligation without cause. 35 Furthermore, it should be noted that the condition of the existence of the cause in the conventional content of causation theory is a requirement in both implementing and concluding the contract. Thus, it should continue to exist until the execution of the obligation; otherwise, the obligation is void. 36 Moreover, imposing the existence of a cause as an essential condition is the only way to invalidate abstract civil acts (les actes civils abstraits), 37 where as a general rule, the absence of the causality invalidates civil acts, except where the law provides for special provisions. For example, in a surety contract, where the surety is obliged to perform his obligation for the creditor despite the absence of cause in the relationship between them, the surety cannot invoke the absence of cause of his obligation to null the contract. 38 Meanwhile, outside of cases excluded by the text of the law, each civil contract is subject to causation theory, thus nullifying any contract that does not have a cause. 39 B. The Validity of Cause 30 Articles 135 and 137 of the PDCC state respectively: "an obligation does not rise if it does not have a cause and as such the contract is null", "1-a contract is considered null if its cause is illegitimate; 2-a contract's cause is considered illegitimate if its motive is against the public order or morals". 31 Article 1335 of the ICC states: "any agreement without a cause, or concluded pursuant to a fraudulent or implausible cause, shall not be enforceable". 32 David, op, cit., p. 167; Calleros, op, cit., 38 The Article 908 of the PDCC and Article 1820 of the ICC defined a suretyship contract as: "a contract whereby a person guarantees the performance of an obligation by giving an undertaking to the creditors to fulfil such obligation should the debtor fail to do so". 39 The OEPDCC, p. 169.
According to the conventional content of causation theory, the cause is required to be valid. However, there are two cases in which the cause may be invalid: the simulated cause (la cause simulée) and the erroneous cause (la cause erronée or la cause fausse). Article 136 of the PDCC states:
1-every obligation is supposed to have a real cause, even if it is not mentioned; 2-It is, also, supposed that the mentioned cause for the contract is the real cause unless proven otherwise Furthermore, Article 1335 of the ICC states: "any agreement without a cause, or concluded pursuant to a fraudulent or implausible cause, shall not be enforceable."
Hence, a simulated cause is assimilated in the case of both contracting parties knowing of the real cause but hiding it under the guise of another cause; for example, if the contracting parties conceal a gift contract in the form of a sales contract. Here, the simulated cause itself does not constitute grounds for annulment of the contract unless the purpose of it is to hide illegal issues, 40 compared to the case of a person who undertakes to pay a debt in the form of a loan contract, while in fact the debt is a gambling debt. Here, the contract is void not for the apparent simulated cause, but because of the illegitimacy of the real cause. 41 An erroneous cause is a belief or illusion in the contracting party's mind that the cause exists, but in reality, it does not exist; 42 for example, in the case of two persons who agreed to sell something, but who then discover after their agreement that the thing was demolished before the contract was concluded. In this case, the seller's obligation is not created for the absence of the contract's subject; in addition, the purchaser is not obligated to anything because the cause of the obligation was an erroneous cause. 43 The final condition according to the conventional content of causation theory is that the cause is required to be a legitimate cause; a cause is considered legitimate if it does not violate the public order or ethics and does not contradict an explicit prohibition of law. Nevertheless, the conventional content of causation theory distinguishes between the legitimacy of a cause and the legitimacy of the subject of a contract. For example, if a person pledges to commit a crime on another person's behalf for a sum of money, the promisor's obligation to commit the crime is void due to the absence of the legitimacy of the contract subject. While the other party's obligation to pay the sum of money is legitimate in itself, the obligation does not arise and the contract is annulled for the illegality of the cause. 45 Indeed, if we analyse the example above, we find that in this case the contract was annulled for the legitimacy of the subject of the first party's obligation, which was the commission of a crime; therefore, opponents of the conventional content of causation theory denied its usefulness from this point of view. 46 In fact, according to the conventional content of causation theory, i.e. the cause of the obligation, the cause cannot be illegitimate. In a sales contract, the purchaser's obligation to pay the price and the seller's obligation to deliver the sale can only be legitimate, unless the cause is taken in the sense of the motive in contracting, which is excluded by the conventional content of causation theory that maintains the idea of a final cause (cause finale). 47
In light of the above, in the second paragraph of Article 137 of the PDCC, the Palestinian legislature states` "a contract's cause is considered illegitimate if its motive is against the public order or morals," which is also indicated in Article 1337 and Article 1335 of the ICC. 48 That is, the PDCC and ICC adopted the cause of the contract (impulsive cause), which is the personal motivation that led the contracting parties to conclude the contract, in order to say whether this contract cause is legitimate or not. However, to illustrate this, the Official Explanatory of the Palestinian Civil Code Draft offered this example: who donates to a woman to establish an illegal relationship with her, the donation is considered void since the cause of the donation is illegitimate, while in contrast, if he donated for the woman due to his desire to terminate the illicit relationship 45 See Sultan, op.cit., p. 122. "il résulte de l'article 1131 du code civil que toute obligation est présumée avoir une cause avoir une cause réelle et licite..." See Légifrance, le service public de la diffusion du droit, " French Court of Cassation, civil room 1, public sitting of Wednesday 2 October 2013, no of appeal: 12-22846 12-22948," https:// www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechExpJuriJudi&idTexte=JURITEXT000028038975& fastReqId=1057857571&fastPos=14, accessed 2 January 2019; Légifrance, le service public de la diffusion du droit, "French Court of Cassation, civil room 1, public sitting of Wednesday 26 September 2012, no of appeal: 11-12945," https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechExpJuriJudi&idTexte =JURITEXT000026432007&fastReqId=783224280&fastPos=17, accessed 2 January 2019; Légifrance, le service public de la diffusion du droit, "French Court of Cassation, civil room 1, public sitting of Wednesday 29 June 2011, no of appeal: 10-12018," https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rech ExpJuriJudi&idTexte=JURITEXT000024295488&fastReqId=2006027488&fastPos=27, accessed 2 January 2019. 46 between them, the donation is valid since it has a legitimate cause. 49 Thus, it is not a secret that the requirement of the legitimacy of the cause is to ensure the safety of the community from illegal motives that could harm the owner and the community as a whole. 50 In light of this, and to protect the contract stability and ensure that they are not ruined by a contracting party who does not like a contract's results, the person who seeks to revoke the contract because of his illegal personal motivation to contract cannot invoke the nullity of the contract unless the other party is aware of such an illegitimate motive. 51 For example, whoever buys an apartment from another person and then wants to revoke the purchase contract because he bought it only to use it in business of gambling only has an acceptable claim if the other party is aware of such an illegitimate motive. 52
However, if the request to annul a contract is based on an illegitimate motive of contracting in advance by a contracting party who did not have an illegitimate motive, he is not required to have prior knowledge of the illegal motive that pushed the other party to conclude the contract. 53 Therefore, it is permissible for a vendor who knows that the purchaser's motive in purchasing the apartment was for amoral public acts to invoke the nullity of the contract because of the illegality of the contract's cause, regardless of whether he was aware of the illegitimate motive at the time of the contract's conclusion. 54 Meanwhile, for donation contracts, whether a contract is concluded by the conjugation of two wills, such as a gift contract, or by a single will, such as a testament, it is not required that the other party is aware of an illegitimate motive to annul a contract that has an illegitimate motive. 55 The French judiciary placed another restriction, which is that the judge shall investigate the main motive that led the party to contract, to find out whether it is 49 See the OEPDCC, p. 171. 50 Ashmawi, op.cit., See Article 138 of the PDCC which states: "1-every contract is supposed to have a legitimate cause even if the cause for the contract is not mentioned; however, if it has been proved that the cause is illegitimate then, the contract in question is considered null; 2-Nonetheless, in bilateral contracts, it is not permissible for a contracting party, who has an illegitimate motive, to invoke the nullity of the contract unless the other party is aware of such an illegitimate motive". 52 legitimate or not, 56 while other secondary motives that may exist alongside the main motive are not subject to judiciary concerns, even if they are legitimate motives, since they have no effect on the will. In light of this, the French Court of Cassation ruled in a famous decision on 12/7/1989 that:
if the purchaser's obligation was due to the transfer of ownership and the delivery of the sold item; in contrast, the cause for the contract of sale is resembled in the decisive motive, and the proceedings show that the decisive motive of this contract was to practice the profession of guesswork and prediction (métier de deviner et de pronostic), a profession that constitutes a violation of the Penal Code. According to this condition, all secondary motives, which have an impact on the will, must be excluded, since it is not considered the main motive for concluding the contract. 57
Therefore, the first restriction is clearly represented in Article 138 of PDCC; however, the two restrictions do not exist in the ICC. In fact, the Palestinian judiciary should take the second restriction into account in determining the illegitimate cause of the contract, since the respective position of the Palestinian legislature is not clear, in order to protect contract stability, while the Indonesian legislature should amend Article 1337 of the ICC, taking into account the restrictions determined by the French judiciary, in order to protect contract stability.
IV. CAUSATION THEORY AS A MEANS OF MONITORING THE ECONOMIC CONTRACTUAL EQUILIBRIUM OF A CONTRACT
A contract, which is "an agreement between two or more persons creating rights and duties, which is enforceable by law" 58 embodies a significant legal process in contemporary society; namely, exchange (l'échange). 59 In fact, exchange carries with it the peril of a situation of imbalance between the obligations of the contracting parties due to the disparity of power between the contracting wills that establish the obligations. 60 Subsequently, there is no doubt that addressing these potential perils to the imbalance between contracting party obligations is a necessary and primary need of the law, since the contractual imbalance is about to lose its economic and social 56 significance and the reason for its existence. 61 Even if the balance does not come from the nature of the contract itself, guaranteeing the minimum scale of justice for the contracting parties protects them from the effects of the imbalance of disparity in the contract in full accordance with the substance of the law itself. 62 In view of this, the legislatures tried to establish certain rules that precede any contractual relationship between different categories of individuals to protect contracted parties, such as consumer protection regulations, labor codes, and insurance codes. However, these special concepts of class notion, which is related to the protection of a particular category individual, led to a fragmentation of the law. 63 However, the establishment of legal rules representing the minimum requirements of contractual justice under the general theory of contracts is no less important than the protection of certain categories of contracting parties by special laws.
In this regard, the Canonists added the cause to the contractual field, making it a condition for agreement validity. In other words, will is no longer sufficient to establish obligation, but there must be a cause for each obligation. 64 The Canonists believe that contracts are based on a promise, and a contract is not binding unless there a minimum of contractual justice and balance between the obligations exists. 65 However, this stems from the desire to protect all of the contracting parties, not only one of them. 66 Consequently, Domat and Pothier developed their causation theory by adding an objective nature to its concept, 67 which enabled them to conclude an important rule: that obligation arising from bilateral contracts in favor of one of the parties always finds its cause in the obligation of the other party, and the obligation is null if in fact it does not have a cause; 68 that is, if there is no corresponding obligation.
However, despite the criticism of the anti-causalistes, modern legal jurisprudence indicates that the corresponding obligation should not be trivial, 69 but must have value and importance. Moreover, in an economic sense, a contract is defined as an exchange of values as must as it is the exchange of satisfaction. 70 More clearly, the basis of the binding force of a contract should not be sought in the principle of will autonomy, but in the notion of contractual justice (la justice contractuelle), which stipulates that tract Law Casebooks," Osgoode Hall Law Journal 54, No. 4 (2017) : 1214; Chapin F. Cimino, "Doing Deals with Aristotle -Today," Seattle University Law Review 41, No. 1 (Fall 2017): 235. only agreements that are free of obvious imbalance between corresponding rights and obligations are legally valid. 71 In this sense, the decision issued on 03 July 1996 by the French Court of Cassation in the Piller case strongly expresses the significance of la justice contractuelle, and is closely associated with a judicial trend which lately has shown particular interest in the idea of economic contractual imbalance of a contract. 72 However, this trend was welcomed by a majority of French legal jurisprudence, especially in view of the fact that the French Court of Cassation, in its aforementioned provisions, was careful not to allow a party to go beyond the use of its economic power by imposing unfair conditions on the other party. 73 In addition, these provisions relate to the concept that contracts are based on the idea of Commutative Justice. 74 Thus, it can be argued that the basis of justice in contracts is the actual equality and the real and fair equivalence between the performances of the contracting parties. 75 Although the Palestinian legislature has inserted the cause of obligation into the very idea of a contract itself, the study of the contemporary development of causation theory shows that the Palestinian legislature's statement is both minor and contradictory at the same time. It is minor to the extent that the cause's essential role as a means of achieving contractual justice under the general theory of contracts is excluded. 76 It is contradictory in that, by continually reviewing the general development of contract law to regularly access special mechanisms (private laws), 77 it is trying to provide the minimum contractual justice requirements without yet resorting to legislate the contractual justice mechanisms on which the cause of the obligation is based. 78 However, the French judiciary has recently shown the importance of causation theory as a legal means to protect the contract itself, not only to protect the contracting parties. 79 Therefore, and in order to achieve the purpose of 71 See Todd D. Rakoff, "The Five Justices of Contract Law," Wisconsin Law Review 2016 , No. 4 (2016 : 740-741. Poldnikov, op.cit., p. 58; Robin Kar, "Contract as Empowerment," University of Chicago Law Review 83, No. 2 (Spring 2016 78 In addition, the judiciary, law and jurisprudence are implicitly aware that the assumption assumed by the authors of the Civil Code that the contracting parties are equal and free to contract is merely an illusion. See Marc Mignot, "De la solidarité en général, et du solidarisme contractuel en particulier ou Le solidarisme contractuel a-t-il un rapport avec la solidarité?," Revue de la Recherche Juridique-Droit prospectif 4 (2004 ): 2153 -2197 79 See Fokou, op.cit., p. 350. this section, we will analyse the segments of the famous French decision as follows.
A. The Facts of the Piller Decision
The Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation ruling on 3 July 1996 summarized the Piller decision as follows: a person rented a set of cassettes with the intention of establishing a video cassettes club in his village for a certain amount. When the landlord demanded payment of the rental fees, the lessee argued that the contract was void based on the absence of cause of the obligation. That is, he could not distribute the cassettes due to the limited number of people in the village. The Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation agreed, declaring that paying rental fees was considered abstract from the cause for the absence of the corresponding obligation, as long as the commercial exploitation of the project seemed impossible. 80
B. The Role of Piller Decision in Achieving Economic Monitoring of the Contract
The decision by Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation cause wide controversy among legal jurists regarding the adoption of ruling on a concept of cause beyond the traditional division, 81 and the question asked was what cause did the judges intend to protect? The cause of the obligation is was certainly not justification for the annulment of the contract, 82 since the agreement was based on the cassette set rental for a certain amount of money. Thus, both obligations exist, and at the same time, each one is a cause for the corresponding obligation. 83 Moreover, the cause intended by the judges of the court cannot be the cause of the contract, which is the business process intended by the tenant (the distribution of cassettes in the village). In estimating the tenant's motive, we find that it is not included in the contractual field, and it cannot be considered a cause, since it is not a combined cause to both contracting parties. 84 However, Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation introduced a previously unknown understanding of causation theory in relation to the question of the existence of causation for an agreement's validity. Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation did not estimate the absence of cause in an abstract way as is the case in the cause of the obligation, but rather based on the idea of the economic balance desired by the contracting parties. 85 Here, it can be said that Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation used the cause of the obligation but through a subjective 80 "mais attendu qu'ayant relevé que, s'agissant de la location de cassettes vidéo pour l'exploitation d'un commerce, l'exécution du contrat selon l'économie voulue par les parties était impossible, la cour d'appel en a exactement déduit que le contrat était dépourvu de cause, dès lors qu'était ainsi constaté le défaut de toute contrepartie réelle à l'obligation de payer le prix de location des cassettes...". Légifrance, le service public de la diffusion du droit, "French Court of Cassation, civil room 1, public sitting of Wednesday 3 July 1996, no of appeal: 94-14800," https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechExpJuriJudi&idTexte= JURITEXT000007036953&fastReqId=934404352&fastPos=18, accessed 21 January 2019. 81 Which is the concept of both conventional and modernistic theory in determining the content of causation theory. 82 The Palestinian and Indonesian legislatures, like the French legislature, have decided that the question of the existence or absence of causation for the validity of an agreement is due to the cause of the obligation, and accordingly the cause for the obligation exists in such a case (Piller case concept, 86 or that it used the contract's cause to monitor the matter of the existence of cause, not to verify the legality of the cause. 87 Thus, Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation decided that it was impossible to distribute the cassettes due to the limited population, which made the contract useless to the contracting party and therefore without cause.
Nevertheless, the decision by Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation has been criticized by some French legal jurists who believed that the court could apply the idea of an error in the existence of cause instead of coming up with a new concept of causality. 88 Therewith, the Civil Room 1 of the French Court of Cassation ruling represents an innovative role established to monitor the equivalence of the obligations, which is devoted to the contracting parties' real satisfaction. 89 Thus, causation theory became one of the most effective legal means to ensure economic contractual equilibrium, as well as to maintain the contract and transaction stability. 90
Referring back to the PDCC and ICC, we find that the Palestinian and the Indonesian judiciaries cannot rely on the provisions of Articles 135, 137, 1335, and 1337 to establish economic contractual equilibrium. This is similar to what the French Court of Cassation ruled in the case of Piller, where both legislations defined the concept of cause of obligation as: "the abstract direct purpose that the obligor wants to achieve by obliging himself (objective cause)." Furthermore, they defined the concept of cause of the contract as a personal motive that leads the contracting party to conclude the contract.
Moreover, the PDCC and ICC also determined that the court may estimate the absence of cause in an abstract way for cause of obligation, and that the court role would be limited to only verifying the legality of cause of contract. In other words, in a case similar to Piller's, the Palestinian and Indonesian judiciary cannot rely on causation theory to reach the same decision as the French Court of Cassation, because both the Palestinian and Indonesian judges cannot use a subjective concept of the cause of obligation. 91 In addition, they cannot use the cause of the contract to monitor the existence of the cause. 92
V. CONCLUSION
Causation theory is a legal theory most known for inciting magnificent jurisprudential controversy over the development of legal thought. Regardless of the jurisprudence (the anti-causalistes) who called for the need to dispense with the idea of cause, the French judiciary has continued to develop it. This development essentially expanded the traditional concept of causation theory by adding a new role for it; namely, to achieve contractual justice through economic monitoring of the contract, all in order to ensure commutative justice between the contracting parties. 86 The subjective concept is the personal motive that led the contracting party to conclude the contract. However, the Palestinian and Indonesian legislative regulations with the provisions of causation theory in Articles 135, 137, 1335 and 1337 ignore the remarkable modernistic role of this theory in achieving economic contractual equilibrium. The Palestinian and Indonesian legislatures determined a way that the court can estimate the absence of cause in an abstract way for the cause of obligation and limited the court's role to only verifying the legality of the cause of the contract. In other words, in a case similar to Piller's, the Palestinian and Indonesian judiciary could not rely on causation theory to reach the same decision as the French Court of Cassation, because the Palestinian and Indonesian judges cannot use a subjective cause of obligation. Neither can they use the cause of the contract to monitor the matter of existence of cause. Thirdly, the idea of an invalid cause in the Palestinian Civil Code Draft is limited to two cases: the simulated cause (la cause simulée) and the erroneous cause (la cause erronée or la cause fausse), while the content of the idea of invalid cause exceeds the limitations of what the Palestinian and Indonesian legislatures mention.
Thus, the Palestinian and Indonesian legislatures should amend the legislative articles of causation theory in the PDCC and ICC, similar to what the French legislature did, in order to achieve contractual security and justice, and to resolve any judicial dispute in applying the provisions of causation theory in a way that is incompatible with the specificity of the Palestinian and Indonesian realities, since they lack the legal rules that guarantee justice and contractual security as noted above.
